Make your very own water park right in your backyard!

- Let’s “make it rain”!
- Use the large bucket to scoop up water from the pond and pour into the top tier to make a showering splash below!
- Rain shower effect makes it sound like it’s real rainfall!
- As the rainwater drizzles back into the pond, maze-like spinners, ramps and buckets will be activated, creating a cool cascade on the water wall!
- Rearrange the put-and-place maze pieces again and again to create new waterfalls for fun cause & effect and STEM play!
- Use the hand-held spinning wheel in the “rain” to make a spinning splash!
- Use the side flipper to flip the figures back into the pond!
- Catch the frog with the cattail scoop!
- Large table platform lets multiple kids play together, great for social and interactive play
- Molded-in hole in back of table accommodates umbrella
- 13 accessories and umbrella included